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Amy Pearce - Pigmentosa      
recycled shade cloth, pipe, wool, cotton, mixed fabrics
St Stephens School Duncraig
I was inspired by Vincent Van Gogh’s painting The Starry Night. Gogh’s use of the 
broken colour technique without blending, makes the colours appear vibrant and 
vivid. I took a close-up photo of my eye, exploring the various colours and tones – I 
was surprised to see the similarities of my iris pattern to his work. Wool was easier 
to imitate ‘brush strokes’ and the needle became the paintbrush. The word pigment is one colour, but pig-
mentosa is multiple colours relating to the eye. The figure wearing the piece is placed inside the garment 
which illustrates how we are inside our own perception.

Tayla Burton - Cacophobia   charcoal on wooden panel
St Mark’s Anglican Community School
Cacophobia is defined as the irrational fear of ugliness. Inspired by my own phys-
ical insecurities, this artwork is a response to my generation’s irrational obsession 
with body image. Today’s youth are inundated by imagery on social media de-
picting idealized and artificial standards of beauty. Consequently, many teenagers 
have developed unnatural and unrealistic expectations for their own appearance. 

In a selfie-obsessed world, our physical appearance is under the microscope and in a filter-less reality, phys-
ical insecurities can grow to become the only thing we see when we look at our reflection. My artwork is an 
absurd exaggeration of this concept.

Abbey Cooke - Once the dust has settled      Subtractive Linocut print            
St Hilda’s Anglican School for Girls
This triptych linocut is a narrative about displacement from my home, a farm 
East of Perth, and how growing up away from this place has affected my view of 
it. From left to right, the progression of the three panels’ viewpoints conveys the 
process of leaving. On a deeper level the images speak of my distancing from home 
over time and the way my perspective shifts as I mature and attempt to reconcile my emotions associated 
with this separation. The pink-sepia colour scheme is intended to nostalgically convey the comfort of home, 
memories and the passing of time.

Gladys Hue - Fish in Sea  acrylic on canvas
Melville Senior High School
My aim for this piece was to depict a landscape with a difference to discuss contem-
porary issues in our society. I created a sea of rubbish around a fish skeleton, draw-
ing parallels to how fish would normally be swimming in a sea of water. I also placed 
a cigarette in the fish skeleton’s mouth which is ironic as my piece is about pollution 
yet the fish is smoking. I also was influenced by my social context as even though 

our current society is making a change towards sustainability, society seems to only be concerned about 
the future, rather than cleaning up the rubbish currently our environment.



Meganne Betteridge - Ethereal  digital print
St Mark’s Anglican Community School
For this prompt we were asked to edit our photographs in Photoshop to 
make them surreal. I chose a photo of my friend taken in the studio. I was in-
spired by a Chinese garden and pond I had photographed outside the studio. 
The pond was filled with Koi fish, so I chose to depict my friend underwater 
surrounded by Koi. The image connects reality with fantasy and dreams,  I 
wanted to create an image with a calming, ethereal mood, and for my model 
to appear as though she was in a dreamlike state, with her dreams of the 
water coming to life around her.

Lizzie Copping - Angst Oil on Canvas
St George’s Anglican Grammar School
My painting reflects the teenage angst, the feeling of “I’m-so-misunder-
stood-what-is-life?” part of adolescence. By definition, angst is the feeling 
of anxiety regarding one’s life or situation. In my portrait of Amelie Watson, 
I aim to convey some of the feelings associated with being a teenager in 
2021. I’ve shown this through her facial expression.  I used a grisaille under-
painting, completing the work with a primary colour palette to paint realistic 
tonal values.

Nelson Agra - Defiant Photography
Pinjarra Senior High School
The artwork’s title comes from the papers defying the laws of gravity. I made 
them this way because of an anime I watched about an academy filled with 
magic. This led to the idea of making something seem boring but adding 
the impossible in order to surprise and attract attention. Making the subject 
appear tired from all his school work was achieved through the careful use 
of lighting. Since my image was an example of staged photography and influ-
enced by Jeff Wall’s work, I posed the model to act worn out and attached 
paper to fishing line so it would appear to float, later removing the line in Pho-
toshop. I also used the camera raw filter to adjust the temperature, shadow 
and highlights.

Nathan Hamilton - Solace Oil on Canvas
Balcatta Senior High School
This artwork is essentially about aging and the transience of life. I chose 
this character in particular at the turning point where he is resigned to 
his fate, forgotten by many, but looking into the distance. There is a sense 
of reminiscing but resignation. I painted this work with a simplified back-
ground the emphasis the character’s face, the textural component of the 
pain symbolises the eventual disintegration we all face. 



Princy Peter - Rash  digital media (animation)
Shenton College
Anxiety is a new emotion that I’ve had to learn to cope with during school 
for the past two years, and am still trying to deal with healthily. The feeling 
of stress almost cripples you to the point where you don’t feel like yourself 
and I wanted to show that working to the point of exhaustion, until the 
anxiety just consumes everything you do might help you for studying in 
the short term, but it will break you mentally in the long term. I wanted to 
create a very uncomfortable experience for the viewer, to make them feel 
anxious, using grotesque sound effects and a strange plot about a girl who 
finds an infestation of ants on her body.

Kayla McNamara - Breaking Rules    Digital media
Manea Senior College
This poster was designed for a client who requested a positive and inspira-
tional quote to hang on the wall. The quote I was given is about breaking 
rules and encourages people to work outside of the norm to propel them-
selves forward. The graphic illustrates an example of this by presenting an 
artist painting with sauce - breaking the rules from using traditional paint-
ing mediums. The saturated yellow background supports the notion that 
breaking rules can be a positive thing. The graphics elements were created 
in Adobe Photoshop and the completed poster was created in Adobe InDe-
sign. The client is very pleased with the final design.

Lize Strydom - Untitled oil, spray paint on board
Peter Moyes Anglican Community School
Sexuality and gender are not one in the same. Some State and Territory 
governments refuse to acknowledge and accept this reality and instead 
require citizens to spend $30,000 on transgender surgery if they wish to 
identify as their preferred gender. Thus, where you were born can deter-
mine the level of self-control you have over your identify; it becomes a ‘roll 
of the dice’. Through my artwork I hope to encourage the viewer to ques-
tion the legitimacy of allowing a 9mm box completed with a single M or F 
to determine so much of an individual’s life.

Stephanie Dell-Baker - Plastic Mutation     
Digital print on Ilford Galerie Gloss            Perth College
Images of the idolised beauty bombard us daily, making it easy to forget 
that standards of beauty are arbitrary and false. The negative effects of 
social media force women to engage in life-threatening beauty trends and 
modifications due to social compliance and acceptance in society. Plastic 
Mutation depicts three culturally diverse female figures in meat packaging 
containers, representing how women are ‘fresh meat’ to the beauty indus-
try. The distorted facial features portray the physical alterations endured 
when trying to uphold these unachievable and inescapable standards that 
are placed upon women.



Hannah Pemberton - This One’s for the History Books 
Digital Print    Perth Modern School
The mundane and the extraordinary collide in many ways, even in our 
everyday lives. When does a hobby change from an escape from the 
everyday world to another part of your routine? When does a global 
pandemic turn into a headline we see every morning? I’m interested in 
the moments that will blur together into a distinct yet truncated rec-
ollection. Though the symbolism must be carefully considered by the 
viewer, the implications of each aspect brings greater personal mean-
ing. This artwork aims to exemplify that fragile collision, when you’re 
both bored and terrified, tired and brimming with excitement, in a way 
any viewer might understand. 

Sam Keys - Tom Foolery Digital Print   Perth Modern School
My work challenges society’s idolisation of children, an idea brought 
forth from the romantic era. The clown represents me, someone 
deeply invested in clown history and aesthetics while the doll rep-
resents children, and literally shows how I feel about them. They are 
so extremely useless, and society has progressed passed the need for 
children. They cause over-population and post-natal depression and 
are a big issue for our society. My abstract brings attention to this issue 
in a creative and surreal light. The raindrops are linked to the clouds in 
a mobile-like fashion. Rain is often used to represent depressing or sad 
situations in art, and therefore, is used to contrast the violent nature of 
the photo and society’s reluctancy to accept how terrible children are 
for us. 

Louise Dang - Other Side of the Screen     Oil, board, wire
Chisholm College
Behind every post seen on social media is a story to tell. Every like and 
flower count isn’t merely a statistic, but a human identity. Inspired 
by the work of Dagmar Cyrulla, this work presents the female in her 
states of vulnerability. The colour palette reflects the cold and disen-
gaged feelings when emotions are tainted. Electrical wires reflect the 
social disconnection and isolation resulting from insecurity. This work 
influences audiences to take into account personal responsibility for 
interactions on social platforms. There may be sullen tears behind a 
beaming smile.

Shannon Walding - Party Girl Photography
Governor Stirling Senior High School
This is a fun and playful photographic diptych celebrating a girl’s ‘com-
ing of age’. I have chosen two milestones which to me embody the 
transition from girlhood to womanhood; a sanitary pad and a bra, and 
paired these items with glitter and balloons, representing the celebra-
tory nature these milestones should convey. I was inspired by the work 
of photographer Vanessa McKeown who contrasts healthy vegetables 
with unhealthy toppings and uses pastel-coloured backgrounds to 
create a sense of vibrancy and fun in her work. My use of pastel back-
grounds was to further enhance the ‘party vibe’ I was hoping to create.



Alexis Kimber - Soft and Wet  gouache on watercolour board
Kalamunda Senior High School
One of my biggest influences is the 19th century, post-impressionist 
artist Paul Gauguin and his manipulation of colours. What inspires me 
most about Gauguin’s work is the use of colour-blocking and the lively 
use of unrealistic colour. I appreciate the idea that the ground could be 
pink and the trees could be blue. This is reflected on the colouring of 
my artwork and the broad range of hues used. The name of my piece 
is a reference to the Prince song of the same name. I chose this title 
because the song celebrates women with a lively and upbeat track, 
reflecting the exuberant theme of my own artwork.

Jessica Sayce - Looking to the Sunrise Acrylic on canvas
Woodvale Secondary College
My artwork was heavily influenced by Jonathan Gemmell’s artistic 
style. He uses many shapes and line techniques in primary colours to 
create abstract art. I also studied my previous pour paintings. Look-
ing at how shape, colour, and line all work together in a different way 
helped influence my piece, as I used the techniques in both art styles. 
While painting the piece, blending of different colours was the most 
challenging as well as mixing the colour to create the right shade of a 
particular colour again.  Overall, my artwork was a success as it resem-
bled my reference picture and a sunrise. This is seen through the rep-
resentational line and colour of a sun and the rippled water through-
out the painting. My painting evokes a sense of calmness and 

                 freedom through this representation. 
 

Olivia Lionetti - Distortion   oil on canvas
St Stephen’s School, Carramar
This artwork surrounds the topic of self-expression and gender roles. 
The feminine esc figure in the portrait is distorted in a variety of 
manners. From proportion to colour, nothing is exactly right. This, 
along with the range of smudges scattered around the portrait repre-
sent the loss of oneself, distortion of true identity and the persistent 
unease or ‘off’ feeling which comes with masking your true self.

Hana Abbott - Untitled Photographic prints on paper
Balcatta Senior High School
This series depicts the different stories of each family shown within 
each apartment building in Perth, taken with my Nikon.  I feel every 
window has a different soul and spirit of ancestors overlooking their 
family. To me, the idea of family history is very important. Learning 
about past generations keeps memories alive and allow every genera-
tion to have an idea of where they come from.

 



Tessa Edey - Feeling a bit under the weather Digital art
St Stephen’s School Duncraig
The whole world is a little under the weather with pollution and global
warming. Little germs floating around everywhere even if we can’t see 
them. Keeping our head above water as the flooding rises.

Isaiah Antonio - Masked   Pencil on board
Girrawheen Senior High School
I used the realistic style of Chuck Close to create my portrait. I wanted 
to create a work that expressed the fakeness of emotion. I believe some 
people either choose their true self or hide it. People don’t always like 
showing who they truly are and will hide themselves from others they 
are uncomfortable with. At times, this is how I perceive myself to be. 
I have a side I do not like to share with others; I’m very careful who I 
express myself to. I often create a fake personality so others cannot see 
who I really am. It’s a form of escapism from reality.

Bronte Marinovich - In her eyes    Oil on canvas & Acrylic on wood
St Stephen’s School, Carramar
In her eyes highlights how we form connections with particular artwork, art-
ists and styles. inspired by Frida Kahlo, I created a cross-section of one of her 
self portraits and then painted a large scale representation of my own iris in a 
deep hazel brown. Visually and actually connecting to Frida, as we both have 
the same eye colour.

Raya O’Dell - School Girl       Oil paint on canvas
Willeton Senior High School
My oil painting emulates the style of impressionist artist Ron Hicks to 
reflect the layered complexity of my identity. Like the impressionists, 
the many layers rendered on the canvas reflect the accumulation of 
experience throughout my life, Particularly those that come with be-
ing a young girl in a world immersed in media. I have depicted myself 
faceless, symbolic of the depersonalisation experienced by too many 
girls and women across the world as our bodies are over sexualised and 
taken advantage of. I am a minor, a child, a school girl and I refuse to be 
a category on porn hub.The undulating position of my back is innocent 
however it can be interpreted as suggestive, this depends on the view-
ers mindset. Is it I who should change or is it society.



Antonia Macri  - Wreckless  Oil, board, metal, acrylic
Chisholm College
This artwork is the result of a traumatic car accident that our family 
was involved in when I was 8 years old. It was the result of a deliberate 
choice made by taxi driver to race a bus out of a petrol station, who then 
accelerated into our SUV. We have been left with ongoing back problems 
and I personally suffer with anxiety and trust issues.  The focal figure in 
this work represents the taxi driver, illuminated with colour and excite-
ment. My family surrounding, appear muted in tonal blues, symbolising 
past memories prior to the accident, times of childhood joy and happi-
ness.

Dev Hergo - Little Growing Things     Etching and natural dye/
print on textiles with embroidered elements
John Curtin College of the Arts
This is an exploration of the minute, natural details which surround us 
and the organisms which forge their home in between our man-made 
landscapes. My artwork is an attempt to integrate the geometric and 
the organic, including textural elements in an attempt to celebrate all 
the little growing things around us.

Pippa Sideris - Courage, Respect, Integrity and Excellence     
Coloured Pencil on Paper
Iona Presentation College
This artwork is based around the theme of personal identity, and how 
an individual’s character can be expressed through their clothing. This 
uniform presently belongs to my father who served in the Australian 
Army Reserves for 4 consecutive years. By continuously layering earth 
toned coloured pencils, I constructed an imitation of the traditional 
khaki coloured Australian Army uniform, reflecting the courage and de-
termination that accompanied his role. The jacket and hat hold lifelong 
memories and experiences that my father will no doubt, never forget.

Athallya Sujono - Street-fighting in the 21st century  
Acrylic paint on wooden board
St Mary’s Anglican Girls School
The artwork’s title has two meanings: firstly, one may take it as see-
ing the exciting in something mundane during quarantine and online 
learning, an observational sketch of my work-space, focusing on the 
‘normal’ beauty I found. Secondly, generations who have grown up with 
the now-vintage game “street-fighter” will be met with nostalgia, the 
piece comments on how, through the digital age, there has been a loss 
in the standard classic arcade games, the design in the computer mimics 
early pixel art and is bright and bold in shape. Certain aspects of today’s 
pop culture can be attributed to these games, which is why the image is contextualised through a conven-
tionally painted computer. While the subject matters of the image and the computer juxtapose each other 
ideologically and technically; harmony is achieved by similar colours and tones despite the differences.



Pongkwan (Neya) Srivisut - A Portrait of Ms McDonald    
Charcoal on paper
Thornlie Senior High School
A charcoal drawing to portray the Principal of Thornlie Senior High School 
who has a warm heart for students. I captured her personality when I inter-
viewed her about her life, and work. I then decided to draw her portrait as 
my first impression of Ms McDonald.

Essah Wallace - Excessus    Photographic Print
Holy Cross College
This piece of portraiture is illustrative the human emotion - disassocia-
tion. The feeling of being detached from reality, the desire to escape our 
mortal shell. When everything doesn’t fall into place but you can’t quite 
understand why or what it is. Yet there’s beauty that can be found in the 
unknown. You are the beholder.

Ruby Fox - Cerulean Thoughts  oil on canvas
St Hilda’s Anglican School for Girls
I painted my Dad underwater, holding his breath, in an attempt to express 
the uncertainty that parents face regularly due to the challenges that we 
confront them with. The fluid ripples, smooth reflections and peaceful, 
blue atmosphere represents him floating through a short moment in time, 
away from the craziness and mayhem created by his family. The image 
came from my own underwater photography and my painting style and 
technique was influenced by the underwater paintings of Martine Emdur 
and the abstract compositions of Annabelle Brockman.

Ruby Eccelston - 2004    Pencil on Paper
St George’s Anglican Grammar School
My artwork provides insight into my mum’s life through a quadriptych of 
portraits. Communicating the unique relationship and bond we share 
through different expressions. Three are joyful representing the fun, ener-
getic and crazy side of life with me, here she looks at me with love, patience 
and pride. The final drawing conveys disappointment when I mess up, rebel 
and test her. Mum is one of my biggest supporters, the ideas conveyed 
represent the balance in our relationship with the positive dominant. It 
reminds us that no relationship is ever perfect.

Poppy Marinovich  - Post Blue (Ode to Jacob Webb) 
Mixed Media - Oil paint, silver leaf, block print
St Marks Anglican Community School
My initial brief was to closely examine an inspiring West Australian of my 
choice. Jacob Webb from Methyl Ethyl, an amazing Perth band, inspires me 
often both as a musician and a human.  I love his creativity, his disregard 
for being ‘on-trend’, his on-stage presence, and his thoughtful and sensi-
tive lyrics. My design process involved researching the sitter and selecting 
colours, symbolic imagery and suitable gaze direction and gesture to depict 
his true nature. His lyrics give each person space to relate their own stories 
too. This is his gift to us.



Georgia Churack - Go to Skincare Digital Print, 3D packaging 
Iona Presentation College
This product is all about simple and affordable skincare and their products 
target young women. As a young woman, the style and affordability of the 
brand is appealing to my age group, which is why I chose to re-design its 
packaging. I used visual graphics and a limited colour palette of light pinks, 
black and white to reflect the brand’s ideal target audience. I created a 
higher end, classy, minimalistic packaging design that effectively commu-
nicates the brand’s overall aesthetic and what Go To Skincare stands for as 
a brand.

Tabier Boltman - Untitled 
mixed media, polystyrene head, cardboard mask, electrical 
components, spray paint, wood
Helena College Senior School
The  intention for making this art piece was to symbolise the fast progres-
sion of technology and how it has become so integrated in our daily lives. 
The sculpture poses the question, how much technology is enough.

Joseph Cook - June Table  
Oil on Canvas         School of Isolated and Distance Education
The piece works to symbolise numerous positive experiences. The subject 
matter is my girlfriend’s bedside table, taken from a facetime picture. I 
wanted to encapsulate the warmth I associate with her house, and the 
memories attached to the objects depicted. The idiosyncratic nature of 
these features heightens the exuberant atmosphere. By attempting to 
obfuscate the details of these objects, I also hope that any individual can 
attach their own sentimentalities to the image and harbour feelings of 
contentment, while also questioning the placement of the objects.

Daisy Fairhurst - Westside Story mixed media
St Mary’s Anglican Girls School
Both my theatre poster and set design model are ultimately derived from 
Arthur Laurent’s West Side Story, greatly inspired by the distinct, mono-
chromatic palette and heightened atmosphere of New York. In both works, 
I repeated the building motif to convey the distinct setting and the grow-
ing, ethereal love between the two protagonists within a world of their 
own due to their rivalling family backgrounds, with the set design’s balco-
ny display contrasting with the fairy lights projected in the windows. 

Akifa Shaik - Ice - Climate Change Digital Photography     Como 
Secondary College
My work addresses the ever-present issue of climate change and global 
warming. Ice blocks mean to symbolically represent melting icebergs, the 
quintessential image of climate change. Drops of saturated red was used 
to symbolise the vitality of life, and the trails of red highlight the fragility 
of not only human life, but life of earth. A shallow depth of field was used 
to focus on the cracked texture of ice and dramatic lighting was used to 
isolate the subject. A black background symbolises the finality of our inev-
itable end. The contrast of black and white places an emphasis on the red, 
a plea for help, for action against the threat of climate change.



Natasha Paul - Psycho Digital print    Penrhos College
I attempted to capture the essence of a psychological thriller in this 
movie poster, a remake of the original Psycho film from 1960 by Alfred 
Hitchcock, targeting more mature aged audiences familiar with such 
genre. Through the vivid imagery of the fragmented mirror, green eye, 
and bold distressed typeface I aimed to hint at underlying shattered re-
alities and self-reflection. I applied the double diamond design process 
with the discover, define, develop, and deliver phases including exten-
sive research, ideation, and progression sketches. These processes were 
essential in broadening my experimentation techniques, allowing me to 
produce a poster capturing psychological thriller components.

Donnie Hennon - Self Portrait - Masters Apprentice  
Photographic Design                  John Tonkin College
This self-portrait is heavily influenced by the Occultist values and the ex-
tremist ways of Satanism or devilish beliefs, all things typically classed as 
evil. My life has moments where I’m mentally not in the right place and 
a voice telling me all sorts of negative things. It usually doesn’t last long 
but for the time it does I’m feeling really alone and cold hence the blue 
shining on my face. This shows off how extreme one can become to the 
point where they give into the voice and become OK with where they’re 
at in their life and almost a precursor to an act influenced by the devil.

Chelsea Nguyen - Black Sheep  Laser Printed Digital 
Illustration on Gloss Paper
Mercy College
First impressions can seem sinister when there is technically no wrong-
doing. Black Sheep explores ideas of how people can perceive things 
differently depending on the way information is presented, their per-
sonal context, and personal values. Black Sheep’s first chapter charac-
terizes insignificant events to be creepy and arouses suspicion within 
readers. To achieve this, Black Sheep utilizes gothic conventions. It is a 
suggestive piece that supports all points of view, interpretations, and 
encourages readers to closely analyze every detail.

Seth Haw - Far Away    Digital Artwork Melville SHS
This book cover design aims to communicate a Japanese adventure/
psychological story to a new contemporary audience. In this story, 
Yoshifushi is mystically transported to a new, profound realm and finds 
a friendly Kitsune and an unfriendly Japanese dragon. His morals are 
tested to determine his pathway in the afterlife, which portrays how 
you should always do what you think is right and what you believe in, 
as no one really knows what reality is, or where it will take you.
My cover intends to create interest with an engaging design that rep-
resent the style of the book and also portrays my personal style. It 
communicates fantasy and horror genres and provokes the audience 
with an eye-catching design. It was important to understand my target 
audience of young adults and relate to their perspective. In order to do this, I researched communication 
strategies such as Laswell’s and the Shannon-Weaver, and used illustrative approaches through thin e Ado-
be CC Suite to create the best outcome and fulfil my intentions with the final designs.



Hugo Pedersen - Tree Stumps   Scratchboard
Shenton College
My scratchboard depicts the path down Mount Toolbrunup in the Stir-
ling Ranges after the 2020 fires. It is based on a photo I took while on the 
hike down from the peak with my mum and my dad.  I used line to create 
depth and detail on the board. The leafless trees contrast with the ground 
vegetation regrowth creating a sense of hope after the devastation.

Evan Hart - μειώνω (Decrease)  
Digital PrintsCanningvale College
This work signals the beginning of my journey to identify, combat and 
overcome the effects mental health isssues such as bottling up emo-
tions, have on my life. Phrases like toughen up and be a man have always 
confused me coming from a household in which I was the only one, 
subsequently, I have made reference to three strong male figures from my 
background, the “strongest” and subsequently most revered men of the 
ancient Greek period. These figures stand at the forefront of the ideals 
upon which our society is built. These men are depicted in a classical 
manner, yet seem as concerned and anxious, placed within a vacant con-
struction site, and act as metaphors for the investigation. The masculine figures of Herakles and Patroklos 
contrast the sadness that they are expressing whilst Zeus emphasises the stormy, tumultuous atmosphere 
in both the self and in the image background, signifying unending, incoming challenge. The works rest on 
the walls of an unfinished mechanics workshop, re-emphasising the fact that the aforementioned men’s 
mental health issues and society’s views toward them are in need of repair. And perhaps it is not too late 
to build a solid foundation from which to work. I am not comfortable expressing these things and the work 
reflects this, these figures are present, but hidden, or possibly vanishing from full view

Nikita Butucel - Nescient   Film
Iona Presentation College
I created my film to express the troubling nature of our addiction to dis-
heartening online content and how it negatively effects our relationships 
in real life and often leads to a breakdown of our ability to connect with 
others in the real world. I drew on the experience of being continuous-
ly exposed to the internet’s negative perception of the world and how 
it damages individuals and their outlook on their lives. I also wanted to 
express that this cycle does not have to last forever, and that reaching out 
can help free us from this damaging relationship with the internet.

Kiarah Labuschagne - Distorted, Vulnerable, Broken  
Clay     John Wollaston Anglican Community School
This series of sculptures are meant to show the visual representation of 
mental health, and how it causes the eventual degradation of the mind. 
This is done through the representation of rabbit-like creatures and taking 
inspiration from the works of Francis Bacon. Distorted is a rusted rabbit 
that has been turned into a grotesque beast to represent self deprecation 
and anxiety, Vulnerable shows a white rabbit with exposed vital organs to 
show how their poor mental health is effecting them, and Broken shows a 
rabbit with a shattered head and represented the emotional broken shell 
of a person, exposing their true innocent self.



Lauren Lam - Finding the Time   Mixed media
Ashdale Secondary College
This piece is an exploration of animals adapting to climate change. This is an 
immersive media that is interesting to look at. I was inspired by sculptures 
and paintings, respectively, of Alessandro Gallo and Matthew Grabelsky 
based on humans with animal heads. This specific piece is about a business-
man. He is checking his watch. This is symbolic of the time left for animals 
before the mass extinction of all animals.

Annalise Conti - What We Can’t Sea 
Felt, Organza, Cotton, Wire, Cane, tape, Lutrador, thread
St Mary’s Anglican Girls School
Global warming has become a topic of discussion around the world how-
ever I feel people don’t pay attention to the issue as they believe it doesn’t 
affect them. My textile piece reflects a marine environment as it grows over 
and around a person. I want my audience to focus not on the ideas of just 
another reef design, but to see that the human figure is a part of the art-
work and not something for the art to just be mounted on. The mannequin 
represents humanity - our lack of care for their environment is what will 
physically cause a loss in humanity.

Ethan Rowland - Hybrid Totem 1  untreated MDF wood
Corpus Christi College
The concept of my work is to depict animal life in all its forms and display its 
beauty by merging  remarkable body parts of various and endangered ani-
mals. This new hybrid animal contains totem qualities including a toucan’s 
beak, a cheetah’s eyes, a butterfly’s wing, a pangolin’s scales, a king cobra’s 
skin, an octopus’ tentacles, a pufferfish’s quills, and a Komodo dragon’s 
tongue. Inspired by Jen Stark’s sculptural practice and her process of con-
structing 3D abstract works to create illusion and movement, I adopted a 
similar technique by utilizing untreated MDF wood to create my aesthetics.

Sarah Holden - I am the Vessel 
Clay, Sand, Mirror, Sponge, Saltwater        Canningvale College
This artwork is an introspective investigation that expresses my ideas of self 
that I desire to expand such as: calmness, freedom and safety, and em-
bodies the feeling of healing myself through water, expressed through the 
action of washing. 
Three fragile, coil-made ceramic bowls with yellow glaze interiors invoke a 
sense of calm and focus, a reference to Olafur Eliasson’s “Weather Project”. 
Each bowl is filled with cool saltwater and invites the viewer to wash their 
hands and face. This purification or cleansing through saltwater references 
Wiccan rituals and positions the viewer to focus on the items placed within each bowl -  a mirror, sand and 
a sponge. These items represent aspects of myself such as interactions with the ‘other’, the determination 
to continue onward, and the attainment of knowledge. I am the Vessel and these contain all I know and all 
that I have cleansed. The space around me represents the entirety of the world which I am still to discover. 
Over time these bowls become clouded as the saltwater settles, requiring constant visiting and reexamining 
in order to maintain clarity of thought and purpose.



Sophie Jahour - Inner Conflict  Mixed media
St Stephens School Duncraig
I have created a sense of inner turmoil and conflict, where almost every aspect 
of the artwork would be contradictory. My artwork has frightening connotations 
represented by the skull and the horns but softened with the veil, lace, silk and 
pale colour scheme. Death is often associated with dark colours, so I made my 
artwork predominantly white. Inner conflict is associated with the fight or flight 
response as it is something instinctual and out of your control. You might be 
terrified, and you want to run, but you can’t, because your body says to freeze.

Hazel Dortch - My Darling  cast copper with stone inclusions, seed 
pearls, copper links                                 John Curtin College of the Arts
This artwork alludes to the contemporary perception that throughout history, 
women were deemed ‘tainted’ following incidents such as rape and entrapment. 
Like shipwrecked treasure, these flowers have been corroded by figures in West-
ern mythology - like male personifications of Time and the Sea. The link between 
the past and present lies in that such a relic has washed up, a stub of faded, 
rusted grossness, to haunt the present.

Artemisia Rossi - Transformation neckpiece cast hair in copper, 
bone, pearl, and copper links            John Curtin College of the Arts
The necklace is inspired by pagan rituals made from objects such as hair, bone 
and pearls which are commonly used in rituals, usually to control physical and 
or mental wellbeing. Control of self is usually a sought-after ability and is in 
abundance in a forever changing body and spirit, the necklace is a physical 
embodiment of stability which is a common thing to find in high-end jewellery, 
marketed toward women as a magical amulet that grants false wishes.

Bridie Dempster - Do you hear her voice?  
Oil paint on canvas     Perth Modern School
I wanted my artwork to be a celebration of the talented female musicians 
making waves in the Australian music industry; also using their platforms 
to discuss and promote awareness of contemporary issues such as social 
inequalities between Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians, Austra-
lia’s stance on climate change, living with mental health conditions, dealing 
with racism and being part of the LGBTQ+ community. I recognised paral-
lels between what these women are doing now and how the Suffragettes 
of the early 20th century fought for their voices to be heard and rights 
recognised. I decided to appropriate an iconic image of five Suffragette women leading a crowd in protest 
to support women.

Hannah Moore - Let us permit nature to have her way  
Earthenware paper clay, ceramic crystal glazes, binder medium, im-
age transfer, wooden base    St Mark’s Anglican Community School
Every hour, 6.8 square kilometres of land becomes desert, as well as the earth 
having a garbage island floating in our ocean the size of India, Europe and 
Mexico combined. Taking inspiration from artist Jess Riva, I aim to call attention 
to the human impact on our rapidly deteriorating environment, for the sake 
of technological development and economic progress. My sculpture depicts a 
girl with puddles of thick glaze oozing down her face. A pattern of binary code 

covers her reflection, while flowers are swept away by the acidic stream - a representation of our toxic rela-
tionship with the earth.



Ella Fung - Hubris suspended sculpture, acrylic on board
Perth Modern School
In order to reduce the perceived competition between native mammals and 
livestock for feed, the Marsupial Destruction Act was introduced in 1877. Millions 
of marsupials were killed for bounties, ceased only when it became too financially 
inefficient. Ever-increasing urbanisation, capitalist exploitation — we act as if the 
natural world is here solely for our consumption, draining the planet for our profit 
and convenience. I decided to combine the concepts of human consumption and 
our sense of superiority in nature, through an Australian coin with iconic Austra-
lian symbols. 

Khanh Nguyen - Spiderhanombie 
Paper Mache, Cardboard, Human Hair, Cotton Wool, 
Acrylic Paint and Glue           Mercy College
As someone who enjoys horror as a genre, it isn’t surprising that I have chosen 
to create a disturbing sculpture. My paper mache sculpture has gone through a 
series of transformations as I explored the idea of horror and the fantastical. My 
work is inspired by the movie Coraline where the main character’s ‘other mother’ 
is a spider that has sewing needles as her hands and the video game The Walking Dead. Through my ex-
ploration of the themes of horror and surrealism, I experimented with various surfaces and human hair to 
create gory textures that I hope will cause viewers to irk in disgust.

Alexis Nunn - Pet Sematary Book Jacket  Digital Book 
Cover
John Tonkin College
My book cover jacket design was part of a photography task, in which I chose 
to recreate my own version of the original Pet Sematary book cover. My inspi-
ration surfaced from the origins of the original cover, in which I made specific 
font, colour and composition choices to symbolise the eeriness and darkness of 
the book. The tree branches forming the closure of a cross on my jacket were 
all photographed individually from different angles. This allowed me to freely 

create and merge several layers in photoshop to create the shape and formation of the cross.

Sebastian Spozetta - Girl Gone Viral Book Jacket Digital Book Cover 
John Tonkin College
The task required us to make a book cover jacket for an existing novel. I chose 
the book Girl Gone Viral and wanted to include a VR headset as Virtual Reality is 
featured prominently in the story. I used red and blue gels in my lighting setup so 
that it would match the glitch background. I masked out my model and applied 
a holographic effect that I created using a Photoshop action file.  My typography 
choices were influenced by the need to create a digital feel; my font choice was 
debug in white to contrast the glitch effect. I wanted the whole cover to portray 
a feeling of another reality, the moment when you’re loading into your own fantasy world.

Nyssa Belamide - Revival   porcelain clay and grass
Prendiville Catholic College
My sculpture displays the form of a bird decomposing and, in breaking down, 
providing the material to bring new life into the world. I wanted to represent the 
circle of life in my work and, using nature as a metaphor, look upon regeneration 
as a way of finding positive outcomes from negative situations in our everyday 
lives.


